SURVIVAL NOTES
For your stay at THE VIELD

WE’RE SUPER EXCITED TO HAVE YOU WITH US SOON

HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW!

WE’RE NOT A
SO IF YOU NEED YOUR BED
FLUFFED IN THE MORNING,
SOMEONE TO CALL YOU SIR AND
HAVE THE URGE TO COLLECT TINY
SHAMPOO BOTTLES, BRACE
YOURSELF FOR A DISAPPOINTMENT.

TRUST AND RESPONSIBILITY
IS NOT A JANE AUSTEN NOVEL BUT OUR MANTRA, FOR IT’S THE TWO
QUALITIES NO TEAM CAN DO WITHOUT.
THE VIELD IS YOUR CASTLE FOR THE LENGTH OF YOUR STAY. WE TRUST YOU
MAKE GOOD RESPONSIBLE QUEENS AND KINGS. (PLEASE) *

WE’RE NOT A
SO IF YOU NEED YOUR BED
FLUFFED IN THE MORNING,
SOMEONE TO CALL YOU SIR AND
HAVE THE URGE TO COLLECT TINY
* Obviously there are checks
and
SHA
M Pbalances
OO BOTTLES, BRACE
in place to punish bad governance.
YOURSELF
Emphasis on checks and our
balanceFOR A DISAPPOINTMENT.

HOUSERULES
1. ALL THE OBVIOUS HUMAN BEHAVIORAL RULES OF COMMON SENSE
2. DON’T ARRIVE EARLIER OR LEAVE LATER THAN PLANNED WITHOUT
SPEAKING TO US ABOUT IT IN ADVANCE
3. DO NOT LEAVE FIRE UNATTENDED

4. AFTER 8 PM STAY IN THE GARDEN OR RUIN GARDEN AND NOT THE PATIO.

5. AFTER 11 PM - MAKE SURE TO RETREAT INSIDE OR BE REASONABLY LOUD IN
CONSIDERATION OF OUR NEIGHBORS

6. BEFORE LEAVING, RETURN FURNITURE TO ITS ORIGINAL PLACE AND WHIPE THE
WHITEBOARDS CLEAN

7. ONLY PARK ON THE DECLARED PARKING SPOTS

ACCOMODATION
DIETARY RESTRICTIONS
PACKLIST
EQUIPMENT
HOW TO GET HERE
OUR COOKING
MAP OF THE PREMISSES
WHERE DO I PARK?
PARTYING
PETS
CHILDREN

READ THROUGH THE
FOLLOWING PAGES OR JUMP TO
WHATEVER YOU WANT TO KNOW!

BACK TO THE TOP

THE NONE EOF

THE NONE OF

BACK TO THE TOP
THE PARKING LOT
can hold around 4 to 5 cars.
You can connect your e-car to our electricity here and if
you are not using it as a parking lot, it is a rather nice
meadow to hang out.

THE RUIN GARDEN
Is as romantic as it sounds. An old ruin of 150 sqm turned
into a garden space full of owers and greens. Perfect for
outside workshopping, eating together and sitting by the
replace. This will be your sanctuary. No-one will go
there, while you are here.
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THE GARDEN
Is a roughly 300 sqm precious space for retreat and
contemplation. Make sure to look up and gaze at the
stars.
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THE PATIO
Is a classic Brandenburg Seitenhof. Sitting under the tree, in the sun, in
the shades together or alone - you won’t get bored listening to the
bees humming and the bird chirping. The Patio is an open space so
while you will be the only guests here, you might see some of our staff
here or our kids passing through on the way to our garden. .
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THE ARENA
Is a wooden deck of 70 sqm designed for the entire team to come
together, talk, play games or enjoy presentations. It’s design is
supposed to keep it an open space for participants to sit down, stand
or even lay down as they please.
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THE WORKPORT
Is an 80 sqm open space with a roof to seek shelter from the rain.
whiteboards, tables, stools will have you work outside without burning
in the sun. It also features an outdoor screen for presentations or
movie night as well as a ping pong table.
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THE VIELD
The heart of it all is your home for your stay. THE VIELD is roughly
600 sqm on two levels - and it is all yours. No one else will use this
place except you. This is our de nition of luxury. No renting separate
rooms, no pre-reserving beamers, it’s yours and you take what you

fi

need.
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THE COWSHED
Is around 150 sqm and has ve team areas.
Each is equipped with a System180 stand-up
table as well as a large and a small whiteboard.
It also has a screening area for the beamer, a
digital whiteboard and a shelve full of
moderation material. Obviously there are
several sitting options as well. Most by either
Vitra or Wilkhahn.
fi
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THE KITCHEN
Is an open area for you to snack, get
coffee and chat with your chef of the
day. We have a class A coffee machine
by VZug and loads of home made
goodies for you in store.
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DOWNSTAIRS

THE BEDROOMS
Are one single and one double bedroom
sharing a wheelchair accessible bathroom.
The double bedroom has a changing table
and we’re happy to provide a baby cot if
you need one. These are the only sleeping
options that might feel familiar but rest
assured. Our other options are worth a try
as well..
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THE HALLWAY
Connects THE VIELD to both sides
and the two levels as well as the main
part. It’s also a good place to step
out for a quick phone call or working
at the desk.
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THE PLAYPEN
Unwind with a game of pool or ping
pong or use the multifunctional table
and the board as a planning area to
spread out your ideas.

BACK TO THE TOP

THE ROOF - WORKSPACE
Is another space for teamwork of
approximately 40 sqm. Here you’ll nd some of
our own designs, more whiteboards and our
version of a ip chart as well as moderation
material and second digital board.

fi
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THE FIREPLACE ROOM
Is a 60 sqm compfy sofa area with a
replace. Perfect for hanging out, getting
together and getting some work done on
your own or as a team.
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THE ACCOMMODATION
We have accommodation for 25 people at THE VIELD itself but can also provide up to
15 additional beds in town or nearby hotels.

All our sleeping arrangements are single spaces except for one double bedroom so
you can bring your favorite hideous sleeping gown with no one to judge you. With our
partner Filzfabrik we have designed an elaborate acoustic system to keep you
sleeping sound and silently and our super comfortable mattresses by Casper won’t
have you miss your home-bed for a minute. Obviously every accommodation has
separate lighting for you to indulge in the latest Harry Potter novel late at night, is
equipped with electricity sockets to feed your phone and will provide you with fresh air
through it’s separately controllable ventilation system.
Wherever you stay, you will nd space for our hip vintage clothing or chick ties.
And we’ll set you up with white linen, towels and a little sign of our appreciation and
love.
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DISCLAIMER
Our accommodation at THE VIELD are focused on Privacy and Simplicity.

That being said, we are different from a hotel in that aspect and many others.
Glancing at our available accommodation, at rst sight they might seem challenging, we
know. But think again, maybe be one of the open minded teams we have hosted so far.

We have designed this whole place with a purpose and after carefully interviewing
loads of teams. We did not just create something people know, are used to, ask for but
took the needs we’ve found in our research and translated them into something new.
We consider us being quite bold in doing so and prepared to change and iterate our
design if necessary.

Our overall experience so far though, has shown that it works. We’ve had hundreds
of overnight guest of different ages and backgrounds. And though not everyone found
the idea of a tiny room or indoor gambling an appealing thought at rst, we’ve been
getting very good feedback. It’s no solution for a week but perfect for a few nights - you
would share much more privacy with strangers in spa hotel and there is no harm in
trying something new, right?
So why not jump in, challenge you habits and chose to give it a chance.
fi

fi
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THE TINY ROOMS

SPECS

are designed following the example of

* Privacy

monk cells in a French monastery.

* Single Bed

They are small private spaces where
you shut out the rest of the world (and
team) and sleep towards another
ef cient team day.

fi
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* High end Mattress,
Bedding and sheets
* Hanger and shelves
* Separate ventilation
* Acoustic System
* Lighting and energy
socket

THE SWALLOWS NESTS

SPECS

A special treat, two meters above

* Privacy

the ground on top of the tiny rooms,

* Single Bed

sheltered from the rest of the world
by a tent-like construction, you’ll
sleep even closer to the sky. Only
for the ones without a vertigo
problem, it is one of our features
most cherished by our guests.
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* High end Mattress,
Bedding and sheets
* Hangers and space for your
things
* Separate ventilator
* Acoustic System separating the three nests
* Lighting and energy
socket

THE SAMURAI
QUARTERS
Make one of theses four private
pavilions your own Indoor – Glamp
– Tent. You can either leave the top
open with a few of the beautiful
beam structure or close it for a more
cozy feeling.
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SPECS
* Privacy
* Single Bed
* High end Mattress,
Bedding and sheets
* Hangers and space for your
things
* Acoustic System separating it to the others
* Lighting and energy
socket

THE BATHROOMS

SPECS

On the top oor you’ll nd 6 single

* toilet, a shower and sink

bathrooms where you can tent to

* Ventilation
* Locks (obviously)

you beauty morning routine. Each

* Hangers

has a shower, toilet and sink - what

* mirror

else is there to say?

* Shower towel waiting
on each bed
* Lighting and energy
socket
* If you need one, you
can also take a bathrobe

fi
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THE EQUIPMENT
Fast internet (200 Mb/s)
Daylight beamer
Screening areas upstairs, downstairs and outside
Two digital whiteboards
Around 25 regular whiteboards of different sizes - 7 of which are supersized
Flip Charts and Pin Boards. Brown Paper and Brown Paper surfaces.
Soundsystem and Microphones
Webcam and Headset
Plenty of markers, post-its, pens, dots, cards, paper etc.
Lego, play-dough and crafting materials for prototyping
Timers, Bells and Gongs
Floor cushions and sitting rugs
Small personal whiteboards
Chairs, stools, and tables
Apple TV
Air purifying systems
Five single working desks
Color Printer
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THE WOODS
Calm and soothing, with the birds chirping, the rustling
leaves in the trees is what you’ll nd in the woods just a
few minute walk from our doorstep. Go for some woodbathing and ll up these empty energy tanks or take a
walk as a team and get some one on one time with a
colleague walking the many paths leading through the
forest. Ditch your phone and take breadcrumbs for
orientation.
Ps: the woods are perfect place for some geo-cashing.

fi

fi
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THE GUEST HOUSE

You need more than 25 beds or some of you
prefer classic Hotel-Style bedrooms? 15 to 20
min of walking around the lake (or take the raft
across) will get you to Ferienparadies Seebeck a guest house with plenty of additional rooms.
We just need to know in advance to book it for
you.

BACK TO THE TOP

THE LAKE
Vielitzsee lake is two minutes away on foot, just walk
down the little cobblestone pathway and you’ll get to a
beautifully maintained and huge meadow at a creek,
sheep in the background, and the sand beneath your
toes. The public meadow sports a huge jetty, perfect for
swimming.

PS: There are around 18 lakes in our vicinity. Some are
more shallow, others deeper and thus clearer, some are
big, some are small, some are very public, others hidden
gems. Just ask us and we’ll point you to whichever is
good for you

BACK TO THE TOP

THE VIELD - FIELD

If you’d rather like to wind down, walk a little further to
our VIELD-FIELD, a meadow overlooking the lake, with
plenty of trees, apples growing on and birds nesting in
them.

Right in front of it you’ll nd a private jetty, home to a
raft as well as a standup board you are very welcome to
use.

fi
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PACKLIST
For the urban neurotic

WE’RE NOT A
SO IF YOU NEED YOUR BED
FLUFFED IN THE MORNING,
SOMEONE TO CALL YOU SIR AND
HAVE THE URGE TO COLLECT TINY
SHAMPOO BOTTLES, BRACE
YOURSELF FOR A DISAPPOINTMENT.

BACK TO THE TOP

#CANYOUVIELDIT

TO BRING …

WE’RE NOT A
SO IF YOU NEED YOUR BED
FLUFFED IN THE MORNING,
SOMEONE TO CALL YOU SIR AND
HAVE THE URGE TO COLLECT TINY
SHAMPOO BOTTLES, BRACE
YOURSELF FOR A DISAPPOINTMENT.
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You get some sweet
treats here.

We have some

But not the - devour it in

basic hair dryers.

secret and hate yourself

If you need to tame your

afterwards - kind. Those

mane, you might want to

you have to bring

bring your own.

yourself.

Want to feel like home?
You might want to bring
your slippers. Leave your
stuffed animal at home,
though. That’s just weird.
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Please do
not use our shower
towels for the lake.
Mess up your own. And
don’t you dare shaking
the sand out indoors.

Yes, this is Brandenburg.
Please still bring your
swim suits if you want to
take a dip in the lake.
The neighborhood does
not need a - best of

You like big mats
and you cannot lie?
Well these fellows can’t
supply. Please bring your
own sports necessities.

Berlin - show.

The Brandenburg sun
Think of the park and

can be shining. It’s true.

multiply it by a thousand.

Quite a lot even. So if

This is how much nature

you don’t want to cry in

you should expect - so

front of your colleagues

pack proper shoes.

(and be stupid), bring

BACK TO THE TOP

sunscreen.

We do have a collection of

To prevent going full

lonely left-over beauty products

turkey on your social

from your predecessors for you

media addiction and risk

to use up. But generally bring

loosing a *like*, bring

your own tooth brush, nail

your own charging device

clipper, shampoo and whatever

(and mention us while

makes you feel human.

your at it )
You are super sweet and
not prepared to stay
indoors all evening? We
have a very normal sized
but nevertheless actively
socializing mosquito
community. So bring some

BACK TO THE TOP

repellent.

No innovative team work
without a ping pong
table they said. So we
did it - we got one. You
need to bring your own
rackets, though - if you
dare.

OR NOT TO BRING
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Showering every
once in a while is

We’re not

considered thoughtful

barbaric -

towards your colleagues.

obviously you have fresh

So we provide shower

sheets and bedding

towels - for each of you!!

waiting for you.

And even bathrobes upon
request.

It’s true.

You are a coffee addict,

We have a great chef

believe in hydration and

taking care of your

brain food - we’ve got

culinary desires. She’s

you covered. Dive into

called Desiree and that’s

our healthy snacks and

not a pun.

beverages.
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You have a weak case to

Do we have Wifi?

argue and need some

Does the Pope live in

fancy slides to hide that

Rome? Of course we do -

fact. No worries, we have

and an excellent one as it

a beamer and

is.

connectors.

Do

we

have

a

Start your morning with

moderation box? We’re

some cheerful tunes, log in a

not amateurs, we have a

colleague from the other

truckload of workshop

side of the globe or make a

and prototyping material

grand speech. We’ve got

+ some cool gadgets to

speakers, microphones and

discover.

web cams.
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You like conference tables,

You have a fancy ride?

shouting at interns,

You can park and even

autocratic decision

charge (e-car) with us.

making? No can do. We

There is a fuel station 3 km

got whiteboards (also

away - also remember that

digital) and other super

if you need to stock up on

innovative gear instead.

cigarettes.

Ye s y o u a r e s m a r t ,
innovative and super
successful. Sure. But that’s
just 20%. The remaining
80% of you is plain water.
Like everyone else. So use
our drinking bottles to

BACK TO THE TOP

keep it that way.

Culture is important to
you. We get it. To a
point. We’ve got wine,
beer and sundowners for
you - not enough to
make you misbehave
though.

HOW TO GET THERE

BACK TO THE TOP

A train. You know, the thing that

Once you’ve taken the train to one of the stations, you can

changed the world before Elon

get your team picked up by an Uber - just kidding, this is

Musk claimed he did. It’s still there,

Brandenburg after all. But there are taxis. Just book them

it’s super good for the environment

in advance.

and not at all expensive. Take a 30

Löwenberg: 033086 70244/ 015754420541

to 60 min ride to either

Herzberg: 0170 9393668

Löwenberg (Mark), Herzberg
(Mark) or Wustrau Radensleben.

BIKE

BACK TO THE TOP

TRAIN

or….

Take your bike on the train,

A horse? Yes a horse. You can get

and depending on where

yourself picked up at the train

you get off, enjoy a 15 to

station by a horse carriage

40 minute ride right out of

holding 25 passengers. You would

a Fontane novel. You don’t

be faster jumping backwards on

know who or what that is?

one leg but it is

HORSE CARRIAGE

Shame on you. Take one of

a great treat and smells like the

his books on the train ride.

real thing.

You only live once so you are
allowed to travel in style. There
are shuttles you can book to
pick you up and drop you off at
THE VIELD. Hoppedihop.
Here’s a company you can use.
SHUTTLE

RENTAL

You want to get your SUV off the Berlin streets and
have it roam in its natural habitat, the countryside?
It will take you roughly 40 minutes from the Berlin
City sign to get to us via the autobahn and some
sketchy country roads. Pack the right music and
tell your GPS to go through Herzberg (Mark) if you
don’t like bumpy but very original and somewhat
romantic roads through the forest.

CAR

You’re not owning a car and you’re proud of it. Good
for you. Drop your daily avocado and you’re almost
perfect. But nobody will judge you for sometimes
wanting to feel free, the fresh breeze in your hair and
considerably more horse power under your butt than
the option to the left, get in contact for some special
rental offers.

BACK TO THE TOP

ADDRESS:
KIRCHSTRASSE 40 /
ENTRANCE IS KIRCHSTRASSE 39 THOUGH
16835 VIELITZSEE

BACK TO THE TOP

FAQ*

BACK TO THE TOP

*you wouldn’t believe the
questions we get…

Can we have a party bringing
down the house?
No, you cannot. This is a work place.
Obviously you can get together, have a
beer, wind down with a little music and if
you feel crazy, you can move your body to
the tunes but a full blown party is a no.
We have options for that though - so get
in touch.

BACK TO THE TOP

Do we need to bring this and that?
We kindly* ask you to check the „Bring or not to bring“ list.

BACK TO THE TOP

* no hint of passive aggressiveness

I only eat apples picked at full moon.
Do you have those?
We are very flexible with food and can provide
vegan, no-gluten etc. but only if you let us know
beforehand. And in the range of ‚normal‘ Berlin
Mitte requests.
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Is the lake clean and nice?
Newsflash: No lake is anymore (-> climate change
(#wakeupandact).
That being said, we have 18 beautiful lakes in our area. One right
in our town. They are being tested on a weekly basis and are open
for keen swimmers. Some in our area are deeper, some are more
shallow. That does sometimes effect the clarity of the water but it
doesn’t say anything about the cleanliness. Unless there is a visible
warning sign (which we haven’t seen in the past 8 years since
we’re there) - you’re good to go.
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Are you really as exceptionally good in
content and coaching as they say?*
Yes we are. In fact we’re getting better each
day. We have coaches, moderators,
consultants and whatever fancy buzzword
name you can think of.
If you do decide to spend a lot of money on
an offsite and have your people leave their
desks for that time - you better make it count.
We’ll help you do that. The best is, our
experts cost just as much as any other would
but eat and sleep for free.

BACK TO THE TOP

*this is not the place nor the time to be humble

What kind of team building
activities can you offer?
Getting creative, sporty, conscious or just busy together can make a huge
difference. There are so many options depending on the time, the money,
the willingness of your team.
But most of all - in order to not be a waste of all of the above, you should
ask yourselves why you’re doing this and what you are hoping to gain?
No one is here because they don’t have anything else to work on or won’t
rather be binge-watching Emily in Paris. So you better make sure this isn’t
just a flash in the pan but at least a spark to a firework.
Once you know that, we are happy to make some suggestions. We’re also
happy to help you initially find out what you want achieve and how it can
be done.
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What kind of team building
activities can you offer?
Getting creative, sporty, conscious or just busy together can make a huge
difference. There are so many options depending on the time, the money,
the willingness of your team.
But most of all - in order to not be a waste of all of the above, you should
ask yourselves why you’re doing this and what you are hoping to gain?
Can I bring a dog, a cat, a pet snake?
No one is here because they don’t have anything else to work on or won’t
rather be binge-watching Emily in Paris. So youGenerally
better make
sure
this
isn’t
speaking you can bring any animal legally
just a flash in the pan but at least a spark to a firework.
allowed in the EU. We might have to charge an extra
cleaning and obviously, if your chinchilla decides to
Once you know that, we are happy to make some
suggestions.
We’re
also
chew away our fancy tech equipment, we will make
happy to help you initially find out what you want
achieve
and
how
it
can
you pay for it. Uahahaa
be done.
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Can I bring a baby?*
Of course you can.** We have a
crib, a changing table and a super
cool, open attitude towards
diapers, breast feeding and half
chewed rice crackers***.

*The closeness to the question before is purely coincidental.
** Just so you know - you don’t have to just because you can.
*** not putting these things on the same scale.
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What are we going
to eat?
The answer is: amazing food. You will have
your own chef preparing fresh, healthy and
yummy food just for you and fitting to your
time table. Some of our ingredients are
picked from the garden, more and more
sourced from the area and we try to get as
much as we can organically.
You should be looking forward to freshly
baked bread, wild flower butter, cakes right
from the oven and so much more.
By default we cook vegetarian but we’re
happy to mix in some game or organic meat.
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Am I allowed to tip our
wonderful chef and the
cleaner for taking such good
care of us?
Well, that depends on how good
of a person you are. Nobody will
shame you into tipping but we
won’t hold you back if you choose
to show your appreciation. Just
leave whatever you deem
appropriate on the kitchen
counter or hand it directly to one
of the staff ladies to safe a sweet

BACK TO THE TOP

spot in their hearts.

